
INTRODUCTION

'Art that is meant for the sensation of the eye primarily would be called perceptual rather than conceptual.
This would include most optical, kinetic, light and colour art' - Sol LeWitt, 1967

• Examining how Minimalist and Op Art artists of the 1960s handled visual components
• How these artists employed some of the same methods that the visual processing system uses, through the
distillation and separation of optical elements

MINIMALISM

• Abstract art movement that developed in the 1950s/1960s, celebrated simplicity in geometric form
• Key artists - Ellsworth Kelly, Frank Stella, Anthony Caro, Donald Judd
• To allow the viewer 'an immediate, purely visual response' - Marco Sampaolo, 2017
• Marked a shift in art from object (imagined pictorial space) to experience, awareness of one's own body and
relationship to material
• Installation art takes that further and puts the viewer inside the work and fills the visual field, focus is viewer
experience

OP ART

• Style of art using optical effects, geometric pattern and colour theory to create visual illusions that began in
the 1960s
• Key artists - Bridget Riley, Isia Leviant, Victor Vasarely, Jesus Raphael Soto

'Art that heads directly to the nervous system and draws attention to our own process of seeing and
believing'
- Joe Houston, curator of the 2007 exhibition Optic Nerve: Perceptual Art of the 1960s

VISUAL NEURAL PROCESSING

'At the lowest levels of visual processing in the occipital lobe visual elements are split into colour, form,
movement, depth and spatial organisation' - Jean-Pierre Changeux, 2012

Areas are specialised - V4 specifically processes colour (Zeki et al., 1991) and area V5 processes motion
(Zeki, 2004)

ERIC KANDEL'S THEORY OF REDUCTIONISM

Eric Kandel (b. 1929) - Austrian Nobel prize winning neuroscientist known for his work on understanding the
mechanisms of memory storage

• To understand memory in humans, he focused on a simpler animal: the Aplysia sea snail
• Snail had the large nerve cells and only about 10,000 neurons
• He writes about this tactic as 'Reductionism', which he has applied to both art and science as:

'The distillation of larger scientific or aesthetic concepts into smaller, more traceable components'
- Eric Kandel, 2016

• Discussing work by Minimalists in New York in the 1950s, he said making and looking at this kind of work
allowed you to ‘perceive an essential component of a work in isolation, be in form, line, colour, or light'

APPLICATION - KEY VISUAL FEATURES USED BY THESE ARTISTS

'The potency of certain forms of modern abstract art, which one might call sensory art, depends in part
on their ability to isolate and amplify the raw sensory qualities that are signalled by specific populations
of neurons in the occipital cortex' - George Maher, 2013

• Simplicity in line and form • Colour blocking • High contrast colours
• Abstraction/novelty • Repetition/Dense pattern

'Simplicity in structure allows for maximum concentration and intensity and does not necessarily imply
vacuity; it usually, in fact, connotes a rich complexity of formal relationship and of experience'
- Kynaston McShine, curator of Primary Structures, MOMA, 1966

INTERVIEWS

1. Susan Aldsworth - Associate Lecturer, Art & Science MA Central Saint Martin's, London
• Susan’s research interests: impact of epilepsy and schizophrenia and experience of losing a sense of self
(your collection of experiences and consciousness)
• Her interest is in the workings of the brain: 'It's a miracle that a bodily organ can summon up a personality
and that you have imagination' (Aldworth, 2018).

2. Anya Hurlbert - Professor of Visual Neuroscience, Newcastle University
• Anya's research interests: understanding of human vision, especially colour perception and its role in
cognition and behaviour
• Modular processing – visual elements are singled out in the early stages of processing, for example: edges,
orientation/form, depth, position, texture and colour
• The brain 'builds up a representation of a 3D scene by analysing elementary features in this modular way'
(Anya Hurlbert, 2018)
• Parts of the brain are specialised to handle different elements 'there are clusters of neurons that are only
interested in colour'
• Later the brain amalgamates this information to understand the scene as a whole
• I asked 'Do you think that understanding how we see and process visual information can inform the creation
of visual art?', Anya supported this

CONCLUSION

• Process of separating and distilling visual elements while designing abstract art in some ways mirrors the
way we processes visual scenes (in specialised regions - V4 colour, V5 motion etc)
• In separating out visual elements like colour, scale and line, 1960s Minimalist artists were unknowingly
exploiting the modular processing of the visual system
• Innovation - shifting the viewer's attention to their own physical interaction with the artwork
• Since led to many new art movements including: performance, digital art, site specific work, moving image,
participatory art
• Contemporary practice - generation of installation artists like Jeppe Hein, Spencer Finch and Olafur Eliasson
• Better understanding the science of visual perception directly informs my studio work
• Using this basis, could artists deliberately exploit this process and design work to evoke a specific and likely
visual response?

QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

• Is abstract art good for your brain?
• Does looking at Minimalist or Op Art work make you feel more happy, engaged, calm?
• When there are fewer visual elements to see, like in Minimalist art, does this make us more focused? Do we
see/understand this faster? If so, are there any benefits?
• How Minimalist aesthetic principles are applied in app development
• Art movements that focus on one visual element (colour in Fauvism, motion in Futurism, pattern in Op Art
etc) - did those artists have a more developed specialised area for that visual element (What would Henri
Matisse's V4 have looked like?)
• How can we use visual mindfulness to improve mental wellbeing?

METHODOLOGY
• Learn how the brain processes/separates visual info
• Examine the parallels to Minimalist design processes
• Apply Eric Kandel's theory of Reductionism
• Through a greater understanding of these processes,
artists can exploit the visual system in their design
processes and attempt to evoke a specific response

Henri Matisse - L’Escargot, 1953, collage

Visual Processing Centre (Nikos K. Logothetis, 1999)

Victor Vasarely - Gestalt 4, 1970, screenprint

David Annesley - Swing Low, 1964, painted steel

Donald Judd - Untitled, 1965, plexiglass and cold rolled steel

Micheal Bolus - Bowbend, 1964, painted aluminium

FIELDS OF STUDY ENGAGED WITH
• Minimalism • Op Art • Neuroaesthetics

• Eric Kandel's Theory of Reductionism

MINIMALISM AND THE MODULAR MIND
A theory for how the Minimalist design process mirrors visual processing


